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(57) ABSTRACT 

In an apparatus, method and computer memory for interac 
tive problem solving on a network, a server receives from a 
?rst participant via the network a formulation of a problem 
to be solved. The server receives from other participants via 
the network suggested solutions to the problem, and distrib 
utes portions of an award to those participants who contrib 
ute suggested solutions to the problem. 
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APPARATUS, METHOD AND PROGRAM FOR 
FORMULATING AND SOLVING PROBLEMS 

OVER A NETWORK 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a method for 
interactive problem solving via a data network, to a softWare 
program for performing such a method and to a Web server 
that has such a softWare program. Furthermore, the present 
invention relates to a problem-solving database that is built 
up by means of such a method as mentioned. 

[0003] 2. Related Art 

[0004] The central idea of the Internet, namely to inter 
connect participants Who are disposed decentrally, is suit 
able for the ?eld of brainstorming/problem solving. Accord 
ingly, it is also already knoWn from the prior art to provide 
a platform by means of Which the problem formulator can 
input questions or problems and the idea provider can input 
contributions or suggested solutions. In this conteXt, there 
fore, platform is understood as meaning a communication 
and visualiZation program that is implemented on a central 
computer of a data netWork, for eXample the Internet, and on 
Which any participants or selected participants of the com 
munication can communicate via the data netWork. 

[0005] More strictly speaking, it is knoWn from the prior 
art that a problem formulator inputs a question into the 
platform. This means that he registers With the platform and 
then inputs his problem in teXt form in a so-called forum. He 
then has to hope that competent idea providers or, in 
particular, motivated idea providers are found Who input 
applicable suggested solutions or ansWers. In the ideal case, 
consequently, recourse may be made for the purpose of 
solving problems to the WorldWide knoWledge organiZed 
decentrally by the potential participants. 

[0006] In the meantime it has emerged that, in particular, 
competent idea providers do not give their contributions to 
the questions posed by the problem formulator Without 
further ado. It is therefore knoWn from the prior art that the 
problem formulator offers for motivation reasons a ?xed 
priZe as an incentive. The problem formulator therefore 
promises the idea provider Who ?nds a complete solution a 
?Xed amount of money. 

[0007] This results in the problem that the amount of 
money may never be paid out since, according to the 
assessment of the problem formulator, none of the idea 
providers has given a complete or adequately competent 
ansWer. In addition, such an offering of a standard priZe is 
suitable only for problem formulations that can actually be 
solved in one go. The problem formulator is otherWise faced 
With the dilemma of either aWarding the complete amount 
for an unsatisfactory ansWer or, alternatively, not aWarding 
the priZe at all for a case and consequently demotivating all 
the potential participants. 

[0008] The motivation problem for iterative solution pro 
cesses in Which, therefore, a complete or competent solution 
is Worked out in several steps or, possibly, With a multiplicity 
of branchings, therefore continues to eXist in the prior art. At 
the same time, it has to be remembered that said iterative 
solution process comes appreciably closer to the reality of 
brainstorming-like events. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] It is therefore the object of the present invention to 
provide a technique that makes possible problem solving via 
a data netWork, it being intended to design said technique to 
support the natural iterative solution process in a plurality of 
steps by commensurate motivation of idea providers. 

[0010] This object is achieved, according to the invention, 
by the features of the independent claims. The dependent 
claims develop the central idea of the invention in a par 
ticularly advantageous manner. 

[0011] According to the invention, a method of interactive 
problem solving via a data netWork, in particular the Inter 
net, is provided. In this method, a ?rst participant (problem 
formulator) inputs a problem formulation into the data 
netWork. Other participants, Whose number is speci?ed or, 
alternatively, also unlimited, input suggested solutions. To 
support the natural iterative solution process by commen 
surate motivation, control tools are available to the ?rst 
participant, the problem formulator. The term “tool” in this 
conteXt denotes, for eXample, complete program units that 
are stored on the central problem solution platform and that 
each perform a predetermined function. The ?rst participant, 
the problem formulator, may use said control tools to 
perform a targeted individual aWarding of motivation points 
or a targeted individual aWarding of a priZe to the other 
participants. The aWarding of motivation points or the 
aWarding of a priZe may in this connection be varied in the 
course of the development of the suggested solutions by the 
problem formulator, the ?rst participant, in relation to the 
other participants for the purpose of guiding the develop 
ment of the problem solution. 

[0012] The present invention consequently departs from 
the principle of the ?Xed aWarding of the total priZe sum and, 
on the contrary, permits a systematic section-by-section 
aWarding in order to keep the motivation potential high 
during the entire, possibly iterative, problem-solving pro 
cess. 

[0013] The ?rst participant can specify at the outset a ?Xed 
priZe that is divided up in the course of the problem solving 
in respect of time of allocation and addressee, but must at all 
events be paid out. 

[0014] In addition, the other participants, that is to say the 
idea providers, may mutually aWard themselves a part of the 
aWard. 

[0015] As stated, both the input of the problem formula 
tion and of the suggested solutions, including the provision 
of the control tools can take place via a central data netWork 
platform that is stored in a server of the data netWork 

(Internet). 
[0016] The suggested solutions can be inputted in real 
time and displayed on the data netWork platform. The input 
of the problem formulation and the suggested solutions may, 
at the same time, be done anonymously. 

[0017] The control tools may, at the same time, have a 
function in aWarding an instalment of the priZe to another 
participant. Furthermore, the control tools may have a 
function in controlling the problem solving according to a 
selected suggested solution, in Which case, therefore, the 
subsequent problem solving can develop further only Within 
the conteXt of said selected suggested solution. 
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[0018] In accordance With a further control tool, a function 
is provided for blocking the further development of a 
suggested solution so that the further development of the 
problem solving can no longer take place, at least tempo 
rarily, in the context of the blocked suggested solution. 

[0019] In accordance With a further aspect of the inven 
tion, a softWare program is provided that, When loaded into 
a memory of a computer of a data netWork or implemented, 
makes it possible for connected participants of the data 
netWork to perform a method as explained above. 

[0020] Furthermore, a Web server is provided With such a 
softWare program. 

[0021] In accordance With a further aspect of the inven 
tion, a system for interactive problem solving via a data 
netWork is provided in Which a ?rst participant inputs a 
question formulation or a problem formulation into the data 
netWork. 

[0022] Other participants input ansWers or suggested solu 
tions, control tools that make possible a targeted individual 
aWarding of motivation points or aWarding of a priZe to the 
other participants being available to a presenter. At the same 
time, the aWarding of motivation points or the aWarding of 
a priZe may be varied in the course of the development of the 
suggested solutions or ansWers by the presenter or the other 
participants to control the development of the problem 
solving. 

[0023] The presenter may be chosen by the ?rst participant 
and/or by the other participants. Optionally, only the pre 
senter can specify at the outset a ?xed priZe that is divided 
up ?exibly in the course of the problem solving. 

[0024] The number of other participants may be limited, 
Which is, for example, the case if the data netWork is an 
internal company Intranet. The input of the problem solving 
and the suggested solutions and also the provision of the 
control tools may take place via a central data netWork 
platform. 

[0025] In accordance With a further aspect, a softWare 
program is provided for performing such a method. In 
accordance With yet a further aspect, the use of such a 
method is provided in a continuous improvement process of 
a company. 

[0026] In accordance With yet a further aspect of the 
present invention, a method is provided for interactive 
problem solving via a data netWork, the problem formula 
tion being performed by a client and the problem solving by 
a competent authority. In this connection, a competent 
authority is selected publicly via the data netWork in a ?rst 
step from a multiplicity of anonymous competent authorities 
on the basis of preliminary suggested solutions that the 
competent authorities issue via the data netWork. The con 
cluding solution of the formulated problem then takes place 
in private collaboration betWeen an identi?ed, selected com 
petent authority and the client. 

[0027] The competent authorities can be selected in this 
connection via the central data netWork platform. The com 
petent authorities may be chosen in advance. 

[0028] In accordance With yet a further aspect of the 
present invention, a method of interactive problem solving 
via a data netWork is provided in Which a ?rst participant 
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inputs a question formulation or problem formulation into 
the data netWork, for example to a central problem-solving 
platform. Other participants provide ansWers or suggested 
solutions, the problem being described on-line by means of 
a graphical display on a data netWork platform on a central 
computer of the data netWork. The graphical display of the 
problem description can ideally be vieWed on-line by all the 
other participants. As a simpler solution, provision may be 
made that the participant Works With the last updated version 
of the graphical display, Which is transmitted to the central 
platform only by operating a certain sWitching button. 

[0029] In this connection, the graphical display may take 
place on the central computer Without active or passive 
doWnloading. 

[0030] In accordance With yet a further aspect of the 
present invention, a problem solution database is provided 
that contains ideas, problem formulations and suggested 
solutions that Were inputted into a central data netWork 
platform in accordance With one of the abovementioned 
methods or, if ideas not enforced by problem formulations 
are involved, directly via an input mask of the problem 
solution database. In this connection, the suggested solu 
tions can be assessed in the database With regard to their 
quality. 

[0031] Said quality assessment can take place, for 
example, on the basis of the speci?ed motivation points or 
priZe aWards for the respective suggested solutions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0032] The present invention Will be more readily under 
stood from a detailed description of the preferred embodi 
ments taken in conjunction With the folloWing ?gures: 

[0033] FIG. 1 shoWs a diagrammatic vieW of a data 
netWork system for performing the present invention; 

[0034] FIG. 2 shoWs a diagrammatic vieW of a technique 
for interactive problem solving according to the present 
invention; 

[0035] FIG. 3 shoWs a further tool of the technology in 
accordance With FIG. 2; 

[0036] FIG. 4 shoWs a diagrammatic vieW of the opera 
tional sequence in accordance With a further aspect of the 
present invention; 

[0037] FIG. 5 shoWs a detailed vieW of the operational 
sequence of FIG. 4; 

[0038] FIG. 6 shoWs further steps that may folloW the 
?nal step of FIG. 5; 

[0039] FIG. 7 shoWs a diagrammatic vieW of an opera 
tional sequence detail of FIG. 6; 

[0040] FIG. 8 shoWs the model A of FIG. 7 in detail; 

[0041] FIG. 9 shoWs the model B of FIG. 7 in detail; 

[0042] FIG. 10 shoWs a further exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention in Which an interactive problem solv 
ing takes place in a company Intranet; 

[0043] FIG. 11 shoWs the operation of a system presenter 
in the system of FIG. 10; 
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[0044] FIG. 12 shows further operational sequences that 
may take place in connection With the system of FIG. 11; 

[0045] FIG. 13 shoWs the application of the present inven 
tion to a TV format, namely an interactive quiz shoW; 

[0046] FIG. 14 shoWs a detailed vieW of the TV format in 
accordance With FIG. 13; 

[0047] FIG. 15 shoWs a further example of the application 
of the present invention to a TV format; and 

[0048] FIG. 16 shoWs yet a further example of the appli 
cation of the present invention to a TV format. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0049] Referring to FIG. 1, a system for implementing the 
present invention Will noW ?rst be explained diagrammati 
cally. Via a data network, such as, for example, the Internet 
28, various connected terminals 1, 3 can communicate With 
a server 29 of the data netWork. In this connection, a central 
problem-solving platform 2 in the form of suitable softWare 
is installed or implemented on the server 29. The server 29, 
on Which the central problem-solving platform 2 is imple 
mented or installed, can communicate With a problem solu 
tion database 27, Which may also be part of the server 29 
itself. In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 1, hoWever, the 
problem-solving database 27 is shoWn as a separate database 
that is connected to a data line or to the Internet 28 having 
the server 29. It may be noted that the problem-solving 
database Will be explained in detail later. In principle, the 
various terminals 1, 3 are interchangeable in accordance 
With the idea of the Internet 28, but let it be assumed beloW 
that the user of terminal 1 is a so-called problem formulator 
and users of the terminals 3 are so-called idea providers 
Whose function and actions are explained in greater detail 
beloW. 

[0050] FIG. 2 shoWs a detailed function-oriented repre 
sentation of the system of FIG. 1. The central problem 
solving platform 2 on the server 29 makes it possible for the 
problem formulator 1, i.e., more strictly speaking, the user 
of terminal 1, to input in text and/or graphical form the 
description of a problem 5 that is discussed in the course of 
a BBS (bulletin board system), Which is knoWn per se from 
discussion forums on the Internet. In this context, a BBS is 
a type of Written conversation that can take place in real 
time, but that makes possible, in addition, a time-shifted 
(subsequent) contribution into individual, structured conver 
sation threads. It is possible for the participant to latch onto 
a certain solution path or conversation thread or, alterna 
tively, to open up entirely neW conversation threads. 

[0051] Alternatively or additionally, the problem can be 
discussed With other participants in the course of a so-called 
scheduled chat. In this context, a “chat” is a softWare that 
makes possible for participants in this service a type of 
Written conversation by means of a (strictly) chronological 
running text display. Such a chat can be opened up, for 
example, by the problem formulator. For this purpose, he 
inputs a deadline into a ?eld provided for the purpose and 
the other participants then knoW that they can have a 
simultaneous discussion at that point in time With the 
problem formulator in person. 

[0052] The term “problem chat” is to be understood beloW 
as a BBS-type system, possibly supplemented by a sched 
uled chat. 
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[0053] The problem 5 inputted by the problem formulator 
1 can be displayed as text and/or graphically on a surface of 
the central problem-solving platform 2 so that all the other 
potential participants in a communication With the central 
problem-solving platform 2 can read off this problem for 
mulation 5 on their terminal. 

[0054] Every other user of a connected terminal can 
assume, possibly after registration, the function of an idea 
provider 3, Which means that he inputs suggested solutions 
4 into the central problem-solving platform 2. Said sug 
gested solutions 4 are displayed in text and/or graphical 
form likeWise visibly for all the users on the surface of the 
central problem-solving platform 2. 
[0055] As is furthermore evident from FIG. 2, the prob 
lem formulator 1 offers a ?xed priZe 7 before the start of the 
problem solving, the level of Which is also displayed on the 
surface of the central problem-solving platform 2. In accor 
dance With the invention, in the course of the problem 
solving, Whether the latter is successful in the estimation, for 
example, of the problem formulator, or is completely unsuc 
cessful or only partially successful, the priZe 7 Will in any 
event be handed over to active idea providers of the inter 
active problem solving. 
[0056] In relation to the time of allocation and the address 
ees, the priZe distribution is, on the other hand, ?exible. The 
level of the priZe or amount of money of a section of the 
aWarding is, hoWever, ?xed. This facilitates the operational 
sequence for all the participants. 

[0057] The essential point is that control tools 6 are 
available to the problem formulator 1 for the individual 
motivated control of the problem solving sequence in accor 
dance With the particular suggestions 4 of the idea providers 
3. Said control tools 6 make possible, in particular, a 
section-by-section individual aWarding of the priZe 7 
offered. The tools “message”11, “brain-point”12, “motiva 
tion point”13, “analysis”14, “yelloW card”15, “budget”16, 
“ceremony”17 and “dead end”26 are shoWn as examples of 
the control tools 6. 

[0058] The control tools are located on the BBS page. 
They can also be used in the course of a scheduled chat and 
appear visually as part of the chat page. Actually, hoWever, 
the tool ?eld of the BBS page is opened as an additional 
frame. 

[0059] A further type of control tool is the “room-aWard” 
function 19 that is shoWn in FIG. 3 and is used not by the 
problem formulator 1, but, on the contrary, by the idea 
providers 3. 
[0060] The system shoWn in the diagrammatic FIGS. 1 to 
3 are therefore an exclusively digitally managed sWitching 
platform on Which every data netWork user can help to solve 
problems anonymously and earn money priZes or, alterna 
tively, can input his oWn questions onto the central problem 
solving platform and have them solved. 

[0061] In this connection, the core element is a type of 
specialism-overarching solution brainstorming in a problem 
chat 18 installed only for the particular problem formulation 
and the motivation of the potential idea providers 3 by priZe 
points or motivation points. 

[0062] The participating groups therefore alloW them 
selves to be divided, on the one hand, into the problem 
formulators 1 as clients and the problem solvers as idea 
providers 3. 
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[0063] A client can input a problem formulation into the 
central problem-solving platform 2 on-line or by e-mail. As 
stated, in doing so he speci?es at the outset a priZe 7 for 
every suggested solution. In a form, for example, credit card 
data are inputted for this purpose in order to authoriZe the 
level of the amount of the priZe or the bank link for direct 
debit collection. The priZe is alWays due regardless of the 
quality of the suggested solution. A separate problem chat 
18, i.e., a BBS and optionally a scheduled chat, is installed 
for every problem. 

[0064] The solution participants (also idea providers) 3 
interested in priZes can select a topic ?eld on the start page 
of the central problem-solving platform 2 or, alternatively, 
input their ?eld of interest by means of a search engine. 
Accordingly, they then receive a selection of problem 
descriptions that have already been inputted, With context 
relating to the chosen topic and a reference (links) to each 
problem chat 18 installed (BBS page and, optionally, current 
scheduled chat). In said problem chat 18, comprising the 
said pages, the idea providers 3 can then participate actively 
in the current discussion and input suggested solutions 4 in 
real time. 

[0065] The distribution of the offered priZe 7 to partici 
pating idea providers 3 Who have acquired points Worth 
money is guaranteed. A transfer of the offered priZe alWays 
occurs. The problem formulator 1 can observe the problem 
chat 18 proceeding in each case relating to the problem 5 he 
has posed and participate actively in the problem solving 
proceeding in the course of the problem chat 18, in Which 
connection this can take place anonymously via a passWord 
or even openly as client. The control tools 6 are made 
available as tools to the problem formulator 1 for controlling 
the operational sequence of the problem solving in the 
problem chat 18. The function of the individual tools 6 Will 
be explained beloW: 

[0066] “Message” Tool 11: 

[0067] The “message” tool 11 permits the formulation of 
so-called motto lines. The problem formulator 1 can there 
fore input a motto that can be continuously changed and also 
makes possible the input of instructions for idea providers 3. 
To this extent, this is not a control tool in the real sense, but 
an on-line text input ?eld available to the problem formu 
lator. If the problem formulator 1 does not utiliZe the 
functionality of this “rules” tool 11, the tWo motto lines are 
occupied in a formulated manner, such as, for example, by 

[0068] “no idea is a bad idea” or 

[0069] “no negative criticism permitted”. 

[0070] “Brain-point” Tool 12: 

[0071] The “brain-point” tool 12 permits the aWarding of 
a predetermined share, such as, for example, 5% of the 
amount of the priZe 7 previously offered, for each “brain 
point” aWarded in order obviously to motivate competent 
idea providers 3. As a result of the fact that, according to the 
invention, certain shares of the priZe 7 are allocated to idea 
providers 3 in accordance With the allocated brain points in 
the course of the development of the problem solution in 
problem chat 18 prior to the concluding solution, the idea 
providers are alWays more strongly motivated to develop 
ideas jointly. In contrast to the prior art, therefore, the entire 
priZe 7 is not allocated to one idea provider 3, but, on the 
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contrary, shares of the priZe 7 offered at the outset for the 
purpose of iterative motivation are allocated section-by 
section to guide the problem solving in the problem chat 18. 

[0072] 
[0073] Without directly claiming the priZe 7, the partici 
pants can also be motivated by means of the allocation of a 
“motivation point”. The aWarding of a “motivation point” 
does not yet automatically result in the aWarding of a certain 
amount of the money priZe 7 to an idea provider 3, but on 
the contrary, an idea provider 3 ?rst has to accumulate 
successively a predetermined number, for example 3, of 
“motivation points”13 Which are then converted automati 
cally into a “brain point” With the corresponding instalment 
of the priZe 7. If a “brain point”12 is assigned to an idea 
provider 3 before the latter has reached the predetermined 
number of “motivation points”13, all the motivation points 
are erased on the participant account of the relevant idea 
provider 3. The “motivation point” tool 13 consequently 
makes possible a ?exible control of the problem solving in 
the problem chat 18 Without a confusing variation in value 
of the brain points having to be permitted. 

[0074] “Analysis” Tool 14: 

[0075] Activation and subsequent clicking on a predeter 
mined suggested solution 4 supplied by an idea provider 3 
in the current continuous text of the problem chat 18 denotes 
the beginnings of a solution and consequently requires all 
the idea providers 3 to concentrate the subsequent problem 
solving, at least temporarily, i.e., until this function is 
canceled, on the further development of the selected sug 
gestion. In this case, a corresponding instruction is issued in 
the message line of the “message” function 11 and a com 
mensurate motivation point is allocated to the idea provider 
3 of the selected suggestion 4. 

[0076] “Dead End” Tool 26: 

[0077] If a suggested solution 4 is marked in the continu 
ous text of the problem chat 18 by the function “dead 
end”26, this means that the problem formulator 1 Would like 
to prevent any further development of the problem solving 
in the context of this problem proposal 4 blocked in this 
manner. Consequently, an unnecessary Waste of resources is 
prevented. 

[0078] “YelloW Card” Tool 15: 

[0079] Idea providers 3 Who have, for example, attracted 
attention by destructive contributions can be Warned by the 
allocation of a “yelloW card”15, a repeated allocation of a 
“yelloW card” to an idea provider 3 resulting in the banning 
of the idea provider 3 concerned for the present problem chat 
18 in the sense of a red card. Consequently, disruptive idea 
providers 3 can be excluded from the problem chat 18. 

[0080] “Budget” Tool 16: 

“Motivation Point” Tool 13: 

[0081] This tool serves to indicate the balance of the priZe 
7 offered, i.e., that sum still outstanding for aWarding after 
aWarding of instalments in accordance With the allocated 
“brain points”12. Optionally, the priZe budget can be topped 
up again by the problem formulator 1, for example, by a 
reneWed credit card authoriZation for allocating further 
“brain points”12 if the problem formulator 1 is of the 
opinion that the solution potential has not yet been 
exhausted after the priZe budget 7 offered at the outset has 
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been used up for the ?rst time. The compulsory awarding of 
the budget sum is speci?cally programmed in. 

[0082] 
[0083] If the problem formulator 1 arrives at the vieW that 
a proposal 4 of an idea provider 3 in the continuous text of 
the problem chat 18 is a ?nal solution, the priZe balance as 
indicated in the “budget” tool 16 can be immediately allo 
cated by actuating the “ceremony” tool 17. The problem chat 
18 concerned relating to said problem 5 is then closed. This 
function ensures a high attractiveness for, and motivation of, 
idea providers 3 still participating right up to the conclusion. 

“Ceremony” Tool 17: 

[0084] Acertain share, for example 30%, of the total priZe 
budget is set aside and retained for the purpose of exercising 
the “ceremony” function. Consequently, said share is not 
available for distribution via the “brain point” function. 

[0085] The idea providers 3 can place their proposals 4 on 
the appropriate page of the problem chat 18 via a text input 
?eld and supplement it With draWings via a so-called White 
board. The function of the Whiteboard is, by the Way, 
explained in detail beloW. 

[0086] The idea providers 3 furthermore each ?nd the 
“room aWard” control tool 19 (in FIG. 3) in a tool bar 
assigned to them. Acertain percentage of the priZe sum 7, for 
example 10%, is compulsorily allocated to the “room” 
function 19. This type of priZe aWarding is allocated by the 
idea providers 3 by aWarding commensurate room aWard 
points to the solution contribution of the respective other 
idea providers 3 that is the most creative in their vieW. In this 
connection, each idea provider 3 has only one room aWard 
available for aWarding, but it can be assigned to other idea 
providers 3 as desired right up to the conclusion of the 
problem chat 18. This makes it possible, inter alia, for the 
problem formulator 1 to gain an insight into the assessment 
of the different suggested solutions 4 in the vieW of the idea 
providers 3. If a problem formulator 1 has not made any 
decision about the aWarding of the priZe 7 right up to the 
conclusion of the problem chat 18, the outstanding total sum 
in accordance With the “budget” function 16, including the 
ceremony share 17, is automatically allocated to the idea 
provider 3 having the most room aWard points 19. 

[0087] The programmed distribution key as to hoW the 
total priZe budget is divided up over brain point/motivation/ 
room aWard/ceremony cannot be in?uenced by the problem 
formulator. Said distribution key splits the total amount 
speci?ed by the problem formulator into several parts based 
on a different aWarding mechanism in each case as explained 
above. 

[0088] The system shoWn in FIGS. 1 to 3 therefore pro 
vides a motivation-point and priZe-controlled problem chat 
18 that makes possible an interactive problem solving. 

[0089] Referring to FIGS. 4 to 9, a further exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention Will noW be explained. 
Whereas the exemplary embodiment of FIGS. 1 to 3 is 
intended for the public sector, the exemplary embodiment of 
FIGS. 4 to 9 serves the professional sector, in Which, for 
example, companies 21 Would like to solve certain problem 
areas. The connection With the exemplary embodiment of 
FIGS. 1 to 3 is that certain solution providers 3 from the 
exemplary embodiment of FIGS. 1 to 3 can qualify as 
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so-called “top brains” if they have attracted attention by 
their special authority expressed, for example, in room 
aWard points. 

[0090] This model in accordance With FIGS. 4 to 9 is 
attractive in that the companies 21 have a privileged access 
to the creativity of the “top brains” of the loWer level. The 
companies 21 are provided for this purpose With an exclu 
sive selection tool 30 for selecting reliable idea providers 3. 
In addition to an authority search function, the companies 21 
consequently have an insight into a ranking that may result 
from the operational sequence in accordance With the exem 
plary embodiment of FIGS. 1 to 3 and can put together an 
anonymous pro?le of “top brains”. HoWever, the creative 
behavior of such solution providers 3 can be traced right 
back into the complete contributions of problem chats 18 
already concluded. Selected idea providers 3 may conse 
quently then be invited as “top brains” for participating in 
the problem solving in the higher level. 

[0091] The pro?le relating to the selection of the “top 
brains” among the solution providers may, for example, 
contain the folloWing details: 

[0092] Ranking position 
[0093] Brain points and motivation points according to 

number, total value and relationship to participation 
frequency; 

[0094] Brain points broken doWn according to the topic 
of the problem formulation; and 

[0095] Details about the share in solutions of problems 
posed by institutions and companies, etc. 

[0096] The method shoWn in FIG. 4 can consequently 
also be utiliZed to incorporate top brains permanently into a 
competent authority pool 20 of the upper level. 

[0097] Referring to FIG. 5, the operational sequence of 
problem solving in accordance With this exemplary embodi 
ment is noW explained. In a preliminary round, the client 
(company) 21 selects the participants according to an anony 
mous competence pro?le and negotiates With them an indi 
vidual daily rate as basic reimbursement, or he agrees to the 
daily rate speci?ed in the personal pro?le. The client 21 has 
the option of replacing participants of the competent authori 
ties 20 at any time or varying their participant numbers. In 
this procedure, the client 21 can optionally appear openly or 
anonymously. In addition, the client 21 de?nes the problem 
34. In this priZe-free preliminary round 31, the problem is 
precisely de?ned in a ?rst brainstorming 35. At the same 
time, the competent authorities 20 have the opportunity of 
conveying to the client 21 their ?elds of suitability in order 
to build up in this Way in the continuing value of their 
solution approaches that folloW in the subsequent negotia 
tion levels 32 and 33. 

[0098] The group brainstorming levels 32 then folloW as 
the next step. The client 21 can terminate the priZe-free 
preliminary round 31 and then open up the next group 
brainstorming level 32. In this connection, the control tools 
6 in accordance With the exemplary embodiment of FIGS. 1 
to 3 are available to him. In addition, the operational 
sequence is extended by speci?c communication structures 
in the sense of a professional brainstorming. 

[0099] As idea providers, the competent authorities 20 
formulate a solution approach, place it in a concealed 
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manner on the platform and specify the number of brain 
points the client 21 has to expend on the opening operation. 
At the same time, they openly mark in a speci?ed button 
Whether, in their vieW, a novelty or, alternatively, a reference 
to existing knoW-hoW is involved. The client 21 is able to 
open the concealed offer 36 at any desired instant in time, an 
automatic credit being made in the course of the opening to 
the account of the competent authority 20 involved. Fur 
thermore, the client 21 can optionally disclose the platform 
contribution Without a further credit becoming due as a 
result for the competent authority 20. The client 21 may, 
hoWever, also actuate the protest function 37. A short input 
?eld is then opened in Which the client 21 has to give reasons 
for the protest. This has the effect that the protest is com 
municated to the competent authority 20 as idea provider 
and the latter can WithdraW his offer 36 concerned. If the 
competent authority 20 does not WithdraW his concealed 
offer 36, the protest 37 is disclosed to the other competent 
authorities 20 and the latter are invited to vote 38. If the 
protest is accepted With a Z/3 majority, the competent author 
ity 20 concerned may retain the credit, but receives a 
negative point in the anonymous pro?le. Alternatively, he 
can Waive the credit and does not receive a negative point. 

[0100] At any desired point in time, the client 21 can open 
up the bilateral negotiation level 33 in the “negotiation 
room”39. At this bilateral negotiation level 33 in the nego 
tiation room 39, a bilateral communication arises betWeen a 
selected competent authority 20 Who has quali?ed in the 
group I brainstorming level 32 With the client 21. Said 
bilateral negotiation level includes, in the ?rst stage, the 
disclosure of the identities 40 of the participating parties 
comprising client 21 and competent authority 20, respec 
tively. For the client 21, this is an assessment aid in the case 
of high-quality solutions and a commensurate reimburse 
ment. The objective of the second stage is to ?nd an 
acceptable bilateral reimbursement mechanism 41 for both 
sides. In this connection, the idea provider selected from the 
competent authorities 20 divides up a ?nal solution draft into 
several ?elds, for example three to nine ?elds and places 
them in concealed form on the server 28. Furthermore, he 
speci?es a value requirement for 100% of the solution. 
Finally, he speci?es a progressive price function (for 
example, a hyperbola) speci?ed in the database for the 
individual prices of the ?elds. The client 21 can negotiate 
about the value requirement, and his counter-offer is dis 
played in turn as a table in accordance With the price 
function. When agreement is reached, the problem formu 
lator is automatically required to make a 100% credit card 
authoriZation. The individual ?elds can be opened by the 
problem formulator on payment of the reported values. A 
reimbursement is made in each case to the account of the 
idea provider. 

[0101] Referring to FIGS. 7 to 9, various models are noW 
revealed for the description of the solution and the disclo 
sure in individual sections. In the case of model A in 
accordance With FIG. 8, the transfer takes place in logically 
structured sections, the sections being offered as ?elds in a 
concealed manner in a logical sequence. In this connection, 
?eld 1 is the most inexpensive ?eld, but the last ?eld 
contains the key to the solution and is the most expensive 
?eld. 

[0102] Model B in accordance With FIG. 9 is a sale of the 
?elds of the solution description With randomly mixed 
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elements. The idea provider 3 divides up the draft solution 
into several elements. These elements are mixed in a random 
generator in the database and distributed over the corre 
sponding number of ?elds. Even the idea provider does not 
noW knoW the speci?c ?eld contents. The client can uncover 
?eld after ?eld in any desired sequence, the ?rst disclosure 
being the most expensive ?eld and the last ?eld being the 
least expensive. 

[0103] Referring to FIGS. 10 to 12, a further exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention that can be summa 
riZed as an internal company electronic brainstorming Will 
noW be explained. The ?eld of application of this exemplary 
embodiment is, for example, the implementation of continu 
ous improvement processes (CIP) and of the company 
suggestion system (CSS). This exemplary embodiment can 
therefore serve, in particular, as a creativity tool for the 
research and development, and innovation and development 
sectors in the context of an Intranet application in a com 
pany. It can activate knoWledge resources of employees and 
internal data ?les. Said resources can then be further 
improved by a subsequent brainstorming in the sense of a 
problem chat 18. 

[0104] Important in this connection is an interdisciplinary 
focusing and incorporation of the competence of an 
employee for individual tasks. At the same time, the knoWl 
edge acquired that has been standardiZed as knoWledge 
potential for the future is stored in a database 23. 

[0105] As is evident from FIG. 10, an employee 1 of a 
company Who has encountered a problem in the company as 
a result of development, sequence faults or process obser 
vation can place the ?nding of said problem 5 in the central 
problem-solving platform 2. At the same time, other 
employees 3‘ of the same company can input suggestions 4 
on the central problem-solving platform by means of the 
problem chat 18 that has been opened for this problem 
discovery 5. In this connection, for example, an Intranet 
database 24 that is connected and contains knoWledge 
already available in the company can be utiliZed by the 
employees 3‘. At the same time, the neW suggestions 4 are 
stored in a standardiZed manner in an Intranet database 23 
for collecting knoWledge potential. 

[0106] As is evident from FIG. 11, this system is based on 
an incentive system, i.e., priZes 7 may be aWarded for 
problem recognition and suggested solutions, and priZes 
may also be aWarded for pure improvement suggestions. The 
presentation is carried out in this connection by a system 
presenter 8 appointed by the company Who has a CIP budget 
and a research and development budget 9. The system 
presenter 8 opens up a problem chat 18 for a particular 
problem discovery 5 and at the same time speci?es the level 
of the priZe 7. 

[0107] Various control tools are also available for said 
exemplary embodiment in accordance With FIGS. 10 to 12. 

[0108] NeW in this connection is the tool 40 for choosing 
a so-called brainmaster 10. Like other control tools, this one 
is initially available only to the system presenter 8. The latter 
can assume the brainmaster function 10 himself, specify a 
brainmaster 10 or, alternatively, activate the “brainmaster 
choice” control tool 40. 

[0109] In accordance With the “brainmaster choice” tool 
40, the participants (problem formulator 1, idea provider 3 
















